
WRITING AN OPINION PIECE VIDEO

Learn to express and support your opinions with Flocabulary's educational hip- hop video and lesson resources.

This year, students get to vote on where to go for a class trip. Why or why not? They also had to use a
different frame for each prompt. The New York Times receives more op-eds daily than any other paper in the
US, so competition there is fierce. You may even wish to supply students with a checklist compiled from the
criteria mentioned previously in this article. Then we matched the reason to the correct opinion. Draw
Conclusions: Wrap It Up In the well-organized piece of opinion writing, as with many other types of extended
writing, the writing should be structured in paragraphs. Paragraphs are essential elements of good writing
organization. Use clear, powerful, direct language. Why is it the best? Email How do you teach opinion
writing in your second-grade classroom? It will challenge them to move beyond parroting the facts and figures
they have acquired in their learning to formulate their own thoughts on topics they have learned about in class,
or in the wider world beyond the school gates. Be timely, controversial, but not outrageous. It was a very
simple board game where they flipped over a card, gave their opinion using a sentence frame, rolled the die,
and moved a marker. How do they seem to work together? Individual Writing Since we had spend so much
time on the whole group and partner practice today, I gave students an easy prompt: their favorite food. What
makes it better than the others? These writing prompts about relationships will help students explore their
feelings about both the positive and the negative moments. This means that it is essential that consideration be
given to the character of the intended audience. The lesson also helps students try out their own use of rhetoric
to make a persuasive argument. To do this effectively, it is equally important that we help them acquire the
necessary skills to express these opinions in a reasoned and coherent manner. We are especially interested in
finding points of view that are different from those expressed in Times editorials. Gaming gains. Students then
went back to their seat and practiced just stating their opinion four times. In their groups, they then discuss and
compile as many supporting reasons for their choice as they can come up with. Special guest. Do you prefer to
stay home on the weekends or get out and do things around town? Provide insight, understanding: educate
your reader without being preachy. Should plastic bags be outlawed? You want to spend time with a new
student at school, but your best friend is jealous. I added a couple extra words to show students how the
phrases can move around and be used with different frames.


